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Structure: Aluminum integral heat sink
Standard confi guration has drivers located in the canopy.
Lens: One piece opal acrylic sphere with an internal radiating diffuser.
Certifi cation: UL listed for damp location use. 
Warranty: 5 year limited warranty.

Luminous spheres 10 to 22 inch diameter.

Integral dimming drivers.

Up to 4,000 delivered lumens.



Del ivereD lumen output  anD wattage

for al l  Sphere  S i zeS 
Cat no.   DelivereD lumen output

1336 1,336 delivered lumens,  15 watts

1872 1,872 delivered lumens,  20 watts

2557 2,557 delivered lumens,  28 watts

higher lumen output  for 18”anD 22” SphereS

requireS a 9” Diameter Canopy

3211 3,211 delivered lumens,  35 watts

4029 4,029 delivered lumens,  45 watts
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SPH          LUMINOUS SPHERES   

Cat no.    DeSCription    
SPH-10 10” diameter opal acrylic sphere, one piece 

SPH-12 12” diameter opal acrylic sphere, one piece 

SPH-16 16” diameter opal acrylic sphere, one piece 

SPH-18 18” diameter opal acrylic sphere, one piece

SPH-22 22” diameter opal acrylic sphere, one piece

Color - Default Canopy (anD Stem) Color iS matte white

WHT Matte white powder coat
GRY Matte gray (RAL7035) powder coat
ASL Anodized silver powder coat
BLK Satin black powder coat 
RAL Specify 4 digit RAL color number
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SuSpenS ion opt ionS         
Standard canopy for 2744 lumens or less is 5”.  
• A single braided metallic cord for both suspension 
and electrical is adjustable at the canopy. Standard 
cord length is 100”.
Canopy for 3445 lumens or more is 9” diameter.  

STM-xx 1/2” diameter white stem with 25 degree 
swivel.    Specify stem length measured from the top 
of fixture to the ceiling.

CMT   Ceiling mount with twist lock holder. Higher 
output for 18 and 22 inch require a remote driver. 

3 leD Color temp

3000 3000°K  CRI >80

3500 3500°K  CRI >80

4000 4000°K  CRI >80

Made in the USA
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Conf igurat ion opt ionS         
RMT Remote drivers wired and mounted to 
a plate, enclosure by others. Maximum driver       
distance is determined by the wire size.

BBU   Battery backup connected to the driver op-
erates for 90 minutes. 120/277v includes test switch 
and LED indicator. Remote mounting by others.

CCN    Custom canopy suspension options
Multiple fixtures can be suspended from a central 
canopy of any size or shape. Contact the factory 
to specify the canopy size and shape, suspension 
points, fixture size(s) and quantities.
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100" adjustable

Ceiling mount shown with 12” sphere 


